. Location of MVBs with tubular protrusions. MVB location in dendrites, axons and non-synaptic cell processes in the six layers of the somatosensory cortex, and averaged for all layers (I-VI). Data given as percentage ± standard error of the mean (sem). Table S2 . Location of MVBs with clathrin coat. MVB location in dendrites, axons and non-synaptic cell processes in the six layers of the somatosensory cortex, and averaged for all layers (I-VI). Data given as percentage ± standard error of the mean (sem). For each of these samples, we have calculated the F, G and K functions (black lines). The red lines represent the theoretical complete spatial randomness or homogeneous Poisson point process. The grey envelopes have been generated by 100 simulations of a completely random distribution with the same number of points as the experimental sample. A sample is considered random only if the three functions lie within these envelopes, as in the left column. When the sample curve lies outside the envelope (arrows in the right column), the sample is not compatible with a random distribution. In this example, points are clustered, mainly because the distances to the nearest neighbor are slightly shorter than expected in a random distribution, as indicated by the G function.
